




In our industry…
the vast majority work
because they have to.

They’ve worked for decades
and retire broke.



Americans with No Savings

*Note: A telephone survey of 1,004 American adults conducted in January 2022.
Source: Bankrate

56% of Americans (117M 
adult Americans) don’t even 
have $1,000 savings for an 
emergency.

Instead, they turn to credit 
cards in times of need.*



*Average household net worth = $121,411
*15,298,070 households (about 11.8%) have $1,000,000 

or more net worth
*The top 10% of household wealth started at $1,219,126
  The top 5% of household wealth started at $2,584,130

  The top 1% of household wealth started at $11,099,167
*Survey results collected from February, 2019 - April, 2020 from the Federal Reserve SCF. This is the most recent data in 2021.





If I had one regret…
it would be…
“I wish I’d lived more 
simply… and bought 
more real estate.”
My goal is, you don’t 
have my regret…



My Massive 
Transformative 

Purpose: 
“Turning 10,000 
aspirations into 

financial freedom”



"Empowering 10,000 clients to create 
financial freedom and realize their dreams 

through education, discipline and 
sustainable investments."



1. There’s VERY little COMPETITION.
2. You’re ALREADY in the PERFECT 

Industry & position to DO IT.
3. You’re only ONE DECISION from 

GETTING FURTHER AHEAD!

3 reasons why YOU 
should JOIN ME



I want you to 
be wealthy!



The MISTAKES to AVOID

Why most people will 
never become rich



You haven’t 
defined it!
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“How do I define 
wealth?”



“Our Cash Flow
Covers Our Expenses 

& Lifestyle!”



1. DECIDE on a 10-to-20-year vision for 
your life. (permission to dream big!)

Where to start:

2. CREATE a (future state, “best guess”) 
monthly budget for our future lifestyle.

3. DEVELOP a plan to generate the cash 
flow over time to cover the costs.



4. FOCUS your plan around.
Rental property income.
Income from retirement accounts.
Income from dividend-producing stocks.
Income from treasuries or bonds.
Income from businesses I (co)own.
My other sources.

Action:

“No one’s going to save you. This is on you."



Most people self identify 
as someone who can’t 

be wealthy
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“You don’t understand my situation…”

“You don’t know my family…”

“You don’t understand, in my market…”

“I don’t know anyone who…”

“I’m too (fill in the excuse)”



“What the mind 
of man can 

conceive 
and believe he 
can achieve”

— Napoleon Hill



“A Wealthy Mindset is 
DEVELOPED From Education

& Exposure to People
Doing More Than Me.”



They don’t ask for help. 
Or worse, they ask the 

wrong people.
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6 Relationships to Cultivate…
1. A TAX ADVISOR – Taxes & tax strategy 

2. AN ATTORNEY – Legal strategic thinking partner
• Don’t forget your trust attorney

3. A FINANCIAL PLANNER – Insurance coverage

4. MONEY MANAGER(S) – Who manage equities - portfolio

5. A BANKER & MORTGAGE PARTNER – To battle over your 
mortgage business

6. MENTORS – To run ideas past and learn from experiences



Too much time in the wrong rooms, 
having the wrong conversations, 
with the wrong people.
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(Fear & intimidation of wealthy people!) 



6 More Actions to Consider…
1. Get to know more small & mid-size Business Owners in your city

2. Develop relationships w/ owners of small and mid-size rental portfolios  
(they all want to know & learn from each other – You can facilitate this)

3. Join a club or two where more of the “wealthy” spend their time

4. Start or join a mastermind (our ecosystem) 

5. Join a local investment club

6. Identify the top 10 wealthiest people in your city 
  Get to know (one of) them
  Find out what they’re passionate about, support their cause
  Bring them opportunities “I’m not sure if this is for you, but, 

   I just came across…”



It Only Takes 
1 Action to Get 
You Started”

“
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They Chase Fast Money!
(Most will never be wealthy 
because they fail to play 
the long game)



Creating Wealth and Cash Flow…



Good news… We’re living longer…



Most will never be 
wealthy because 
they’re unwilling 

to sacrifice
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Only makes their calls when they feel like it

The Average Agent…

Spends little time analyzing their marketing campaigns

Does not reinvest a % of commissions back into marketing
Is “too afraid” to get on camera
Expects their SOI to stay loyal
Blames interest rates for their declining production

Top performers do the exact opposite

Complains about how they “hate social media”



“What am I willing
to sacrifice, to do 

consistently for as long
as it takes, in order to 
achieve the freedom

I desire?”



They Don’t Invest in 
Enough Real Estate
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Investment Properties
1.    Decision: alone or in partnership(s)?

2. Buying “plexs” where there’s less competition 
+ traditional financing available (vs larger unit buildings).

2, 3, 4 doors in one purchase.  Buy, wait, refinance, cash out, repeat.

3. Buying SFRs w/ a clear path for price appreciation 
+ room to increase rents.

Attractive for Airbnbs, longer term rentals and resale.

4. Invest in syndications. Same tax, cash flow, appreciation & triggers.

5. Invest in publicly traded REITs.

6. The Brrrr method – Finding fixer properties, Buy, Rehab, 
Rent, Refinance & Repeat.  

You can find the deals



1. Know my expenses (life and business) vs current cash 
flow. Get this up and visual!

2. Bank like the top 5%!
3. Cut your fixed costs by 10+%

•  Live off less – stop buying D.S.!
4. Track and measure your dollars rigorously!  

Demand a better ROI (from yourself)
5. Upgrade the “wealth building team” around you!
6. Invest in dividend producing stocks, treasuries/bonds
7. Invest in more real estate, Plexs, Multifamily, REITs, 

& Syndications.
8. Be Patient.  Give yourself some grace. 

The advice for my clients



9. Continue to Stockpile Cash!
The advice for my clients











What am I 
committed to?





The planning has been done for you
– are you ready to execute?

SOI  /  CMAs /  SOCIAL MEDIA /  EMAIL

Participate in 
$100K in
100 Days

Starts Sept!



Questions?



Thank You



Unpacking The Playbooks: Session 3
Janet Miller + Kristi Jencks

Digital Dominance
Systems That Work



The Playbooks

Listing Attraction Multiplier

The Listing Expert

Referral Pipeline

Breakthrough To Buyers

Digital Dominance 

Systems That Work



Systems That Work 



Systems That Work 



Systems That Work 



Systems That Work 



Digital Dominance 



Digital Dominance 



Digital Dominance 



Digital Dominance 



Support

Systems

Skills 

Schedule

Adjustments



3 Step Plan For Growth

Imagine What If . . 
AWARENESS

Support, Systems, Skills, Schedule
ADJUSTMENTS

Goals and Process
ACTION 

@janetmiller.coach @kristijencks



What does success look like? 

What’s the 90-day goal?

What do we need to track 
and measure? 

What’s the first step? 

The Plan





MASTERING THE ART OF SMART PROMPTING
BOT COMMANDERBOT COMMANDER

@jasonpantana



@JasonPantana



TRANSFORMERSTRANSFORMERS
Generative Pre-Trained

@jasonpantana



LARGE LANGUAGE MODELS
AI systems that can understand and generate 

text, simulating human-like conversation.

@jasonpantana

ChatGPT BARD Claude 2



Jasper

Copy.ai

Anyword

Writesonic

Grammarly

Writer

Rytr

SPECIALTY-TRAINED AIs

Notion

Tom AI



We are exiting the 
age of HOW? and 

entering an era of 
WHAT? and WHO?



AI JOB MARKETAI JOB MARKET



JOB 
POSTINGS

OFFER 
LETTERS

AWARD 
APPLICATIONS

BIOGRAPHY

LISTING 
DESCRIPTIONS

BLOGS

AD-COPY

EMAILS

POST
CAPTIONS

TRAINING 
OUTLINE

SEO/META 
DESCRIPTIONS

PDF
GUIDES

SALES
SCRIPTS

VIDEO
SCRIPTS

SMS/EMAIL
DRIPS

CHAT 
THREADS

WEBPAGE 
CONTENT

PRESS 
RELEASES

LETTERS/NOTES

HEADLINES 
&TAGLINES

20 Prompted Outputs:



PROMPTING

{INSERT}



PROMPTING . . .PROMPTING . . .

WRITINGWRITING

DESIGNINGDESIGNING

ANALYZINGANALYZING

RESEARCHINGRESEARCHING

CODINGCODING

EDITINGEDITING



AMATEUR

EXPERT?

ARE YOU AN

OR AN



CHATGPT, OMGCHATGPT, OMG



PROMPT MAGICPROMPT MAGIC

Persona: Declare who’s 
speaking.

Ex: “Act as a seasoned real 
estate agent for home sellers.”

Objective: Define what you 
need.

Ex: “Compose a guide on tips to 
improve curb appeal.”

Context: Provide a detailed 
backstory.

Ex:  “The guide is for homeowners 
planning to sell to increase value.”

Format: Specify the desired 
output.

Ex: “Create a PDF with numbered 
lists, visuals, and a summary.”

Style: Refine the manner 
of speech.

Ex: “Write reassuringly, concisely, 
and with moderate formality.”

Objective: Define what you 
need.

Ex: “Compose a guide on tips to
improve curb appeal.”

Context: Provide a detailed
backstory.

Ex:  “The guide is for homeowners
planning to sell to increase value.”

Format: Specify the desired 
output.

Ex: “Create a PDF with numbered 
lists, visuals, and a summary.”

Style: Refine the manner 
of speech.

Ex: “Write reassuringly, concisely,
and with moderate formality.”



@jasonpantana

“ACT AS”
“IMAGINE”



PROMPT MAGICPROMPT MAGIC

Persona: Declare who’s 
speaking.

Ex: “Act as a seasoned real 
estate agent for home sellers.”

Objective: Define what you 
need.

Ex: “Compose a guide on tips to 
improve curb appeal.”

Context: Provide a detailed 
backstory.

Ex:  “The guide is for homeowners 
planning to sell to increase value.”

Format: Specify the desired 
output.

Ex: “Create a PDF with numbered 
lists, visuals, and a summary.”

Style: Refine the manner 
of speech.

Ex: “Write reassuringly, concisely, 
and with moderate formality.”

Persona:

Context:

Format:

Style:

Ex: “Act as a seasoned real 
estate agent for home sellers.”

Ex:  “The guide is for homeowners
planning to sell to increase value.”

Ex: “Create a PDF with numbered 
lists, visuals, and a summary.”

Ex: “Write reassuringly, concisely,
and with moderate formality.”

Declare who’s
speaking.

Provide a detailed
backstory.

Specify the desired 
output.

Refine the manner 
of speech.



SUMMARIZE

EXPLAIN

WRITE

DESCRIBE

ANALYZE

EVALUATE

COMPARE

CONTRAST

ILLUSTRATE

IDENTIFY

SPECULATE

ILLUSTRATE

TRANSLATE

LIST

GENERATE

TEACH

ELABORATE

CALCULATE

SIMULATE

ADVISE

Prompt-Command Terms:



PROMPT MAGICPROMPT MAGIC

Persona: Declare who’s 
speaking.

Ex: “Act as a seasoned real 
estate agent for home sellers.”

Objective: Define what you 
need.

Ex: “Compose a guide on tips to 
improve curb appeal.”

Context: Provide a detailed 
backstory.

Ex:  “The guide is for homeowners 
planning to sell to increase value.”

Format: Specify the desired 
output.

Ex: “Create a PDF with numbered 
lists, visuals, and a summary.”

Style: Refine the manner 
of speech.

Ex: “Write reassuringly, concisely, 
and with moderate formality.”

Persona: Declare who’s
speaking.

Ex: “Act as a seasoned real 
estate agent for home sellers.”

Objective: Define what you 
need.

Ex: “Compose a guide on tips to
improve curb appeal.”

Format: Specify the desired 
output.

Ex: “Create a PDF with numbered 
lists, visuals, and a summary.”

Style: Refine the manner 
of speech.

Ex: “Write reassuringly, concisely,
and with moderate formality.”



@jasonpantana

THREADTHREADconversations



THREAD CONVERSATIONSTHREAD CONVERSATIONS



PROMPT MAGICPROMPT MAGIC

Persona: Declare who’s 
speaking.

Ex: “Act as a seasoned real 
estate agent for home sellers.”

Objective: Define what you 
need.

Ex: “Compose a guide on tips to 
improve curb appeal.”

Context: Provide a detailed 
backstory.

Ex:  “The guide is for homeowners 
planning to sell to increase value.”

Format: Specify the desired 
output.

Ex: “Create a PDF with numbered 
lists, visuals, and a summary.”

Style: Refine the manner 
of speech.

Ex: “Write reassuringly, concisely, 
and with moderate formality.”

Persona: Declare who’s
speaking.

Ex: “Act as a seasoned real 
estate agent for home sellers.”

Objective: Define what you 
need.

Ex: “Compose a guide on tips to
improve curb appeal.”

Context: Provide a detailed
backstory.

Ex:  “The guide is for homeowners
planning to sell to increase value.”

Style: Refine the manner 
of speech.

Ex: “Write reassuringly, concisely,
and with moderate formality.”



TOM AITOM AI



PROMPT MAGICPROMPT MAGIC

Persona: Declare who’s 
speaking.

Ex: “Act as a seasoned real 
estate agent for home sellers.”

Objective: Define what you 
need.

Ex: “Compose a guide on tips to 
improve curb appeal.”

Context: Provide a detailed 
backstory.

Ex:  “The guide is for homeowners 
planning to sell to increase value.”

Format: Specify the desired 
output.

Ex: “Create a PDF with numbered 
lists, visuals, and a summary.”

Style: Refine the manner 
of speech.

Ex: “Write reassuringly, concisely, 
and with moderate formality.”

Persona: Declare who’s
speaking.

Ex: “Act as a seasoned real 
estate agent for home sellers.”

Objective: Define what you 
need.

Ex: “Compose a guide on tips to
improve curb appeal.”

Context: Provide a detailed
backstory.

Ex:  “The guide is for homeowners
planning to sell to increase value.”

Format: Specify the desired 
output.

Ex: “Create a PDF with numbered 
lists, visuals, and a summary.”



CONCISE

DETAILED

INFORMATIVE

INSTRUCTIVE

PUNCHY

ENGAGING

PERSUASIVE

PROVOCATIVE

FRIENDLY

FORMAL

ACTIONABLE

INSPIRING

QUESTIONING

REFLECTIVE

DIRECT

INDIRECT

CREATIVE

EMPATHETIC

ACCURATE

ITERATIVE

Prompt-Modifier Terms:



POWER PROMPT
Compose text that is concise yet flows smoothly, using the 

second person perspective, active voice, and present tense. 
Ensure clarity and aim for an {8th}-grade reading level, employing 
positive language. When fitting and without overdoing it, weave in 
emotions such as urgency, curiosity, desire, fear, relief, exclusivity, 

belonging, empathy, or excitement to enrich the text.

@jasonpantana



CHATGPT, OMGCHATGPT, OMG



AMATEUR

EXPERT?

ARE YOU AN

OR AN



@JasonPantana



Secure your heyLibby today!

Chat assistant for social media
Founded by Spencer Rascoff (former CEO 
of Zillow) and other Zillow execs
Convert social media leads by engaging 
them instantly and booking them on your 
calendar.
Secure your friendly url (e.g. 
heylibby.ai/sarah) ASAP



What are my…
Easy fixes to my business?
Top revenue producing strategies to implement?
Top decisions to explore with my coach?
What new tech to explore?

STOP:







Remember, In a Tight 
Inventory Market…

Do The Hard Stuff First.



The planning has been done for you
– are you ready to execute?

SOI  /  CMAs /  SOCIAL MEDIA /  EMAIL

Participate in 
$100K in
100 Days

Starts Sept!



How do I get it done 
consistently?



“THIS IS THE WAY”



RE-SET OUR VISION.
Shifting focus away from

“TEMPORARY”
10 years out + 3 years out +

The next quarter. (Qtr by Qtr thru 2024)
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“THIS IS THE WAY”



(Sample) My 10/3 Year Vision?
What do I want in 10 years?

$10 mil in commissions
25% profit

10 years out:
The leadership team runs the 
business, I lead the board of 
advisors & I’m out of production.

#1 Goal:
“sold for $x”, a Billion in sales”, 
“I’ve completely replaced myself”

In 3 Years – What will we look like?
8/24/2026
Revenues:  $ ____________
Profit:  ___% $____________
Measurables:

_____ agents/employees/locations
Transactions: __________
Volume: ___________
New Businesses Rev: ____________“THIS IS THE WAY”



Decide:  What’s My 10/3 Year Vision
What do I want in 10 years?

10 years out:

#1 Goal:

In 3 Years – What will we look like?
8/24/2026
Revenues:  $
Profit:  ___% $________
Measurables:

____ agents/employees/locations
Transactions: _________
Volume: ________
New Businesses: _________“THIS IS THE WAY”



Share! 
Give your vision life!



”Prioritize Until
It’s Painful!”



To dominate in 2023/24.  
No more than  3 - 5 PRIMARY 

BUSINESS GOALS PER QUARTER.
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What if I focused on 
adding 25 (to 500+) 
ADDITIONAL LISTINGS 
taken annually?



Sample Goals

3. Goal for a Bold # of Appointments:
# of Initial Buyer Consultations
# of Listing Appointments

2. Getting More Attention! - Scaling Trust & Likeability
Reach, Followers, Referrals, Inbounds, Business 
Opportunities Generated, Recognition

1. Your Business Results:
Volume, Transactions Closed, GCI, After Tax Profits



What are My Top 3 
Personal Goals 

for Q4?
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Relationships?
Health?
Spirit?

Savings?
Contribution?



How can we install 
MORE STRUCTURE
to the business?
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1. Weekly Dashboard Review/Commitments

3

“Move it Forward” Meetings

3. Weekly Sales Improvement Meeting
2. Weekly Marketing Meeting

4. Weekly Coaching Session



“Remember, we rarely 
rise to our goals.

 

We always fall back to 
our SYSTEMS, STRUCTURE

& STANDARDS.”



1. A morning routine that fires you up! – (capture on social)
 • Exercise
 • Mindset – Gratitudes, Prayer, Learning, Check-ins
2. Office at the same time (Discipline)! – (capture on social)
3. Business morning routine 

 • Daily hot sheets – (capture on social – “Did you know?”)
 • Role play
 • 5/5/4/2

4. Managing your business, transactions, marketing 
      – (capture on social)
5. Going on appointments – (capture on social)

Design my day



“Remember, if it’s 
not in my schedule, 
it doesn’t get 
done!”



When we measure 
performance, 

performance improvesperformance improves
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& measure your results to know
Get all of this UP & VISUAL!

“AM I ON OR
OFF TRACK?”



Jamie McMartin





Re-imagine our 
dashboard & 
weekly meeting
3 Departments: No more 
than 16 #’s that determine 
the health of our business



(sample) Re-Set Our Weekly Dashboard

1. $ Revenue =
2. Profit $ + % = 
3. Closed Volume =
4. Closed Sales = 
5. Pending Revenue =
6. Pending Volume = 
7. Pending Sales = 
8. Active Listings =

9. A. L. Volume = 
10. Coming Soon/Volume =
11. New Leads Generated = 
12. New Listing Appts = 
13. LA Conversion % = 
14. New Buyer Appts = 
15. Buyer Appt Conv % =  
16. New 4.8 👆 Reviews = 



(sample) Re-Set Our Marketing Weekly Dashboard 
1. Web Traffic = ⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆⬆ or ⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇
2. New Seller Leads = 

SOI/Clients = 
Mail = 
Email = 
Text = 
Social =
Google = 

3. New Buyer Leads = 
4. Appts from marketing =
5. Speed to Contact = 

6. Cost Per Appt = 
7. # of contacts against marketing = 
8. Email newsletter results = 

Open rate = 
Click Throughs = 
Response rate to CTA = 

9. Social results by channel = 
10. Open House Traffic = 

# of opens =
# of contacts added = 
# of appts generated = 



How can we install



Make 
Data-Driven 
Decisions!



“Remember, we rarely 
rise to our goals.

 

We always fall back to 
our SYSTEMS, STRUCTURE

& STANDARDS.”



Quarterly
Review 
& Set New 
Commitments!
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Show me your routines 
and I can predict your level 
of success and happiness.



“THIS IS THE WAY”



What commitments am I willing to 
declare today about How I plan to run 

my business, going forward?



DECISIONS:
1. LIGHT THE 

1. FOCUS
1. STRATEGY FOR Ai

1. MY BRAND
1. LEAN OR LARGE

1. LISTINGS
1. CREATE WEALTH!



Thank You     
Coaches!





Feb 26-27, 2024 | Orlando, FL



Run plays
that work!




